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Background 

 

1. The tropical island nation of Montania is 24,100km2, located approximately 150km north of 

neighbouring country, Ishtar. Montania has a population of 7 million, which comprises five primary 

ethnic groups: ethnic Montanians (22%), Ishtarians (41%), Flavians (19%), Sykeans (15%) and 

Grevians (3%). Montania’s capital city of Helenium is located in the south of the country. The Helenium 

metropolitan area is home to the majority of Montania’s population. Montania’s second largest city, 

Hartium, is located on its west coast where Montania’s small industrial sector is based. President 

Colobus has ruled the nominally democratic nation since 1990. 

 

2. Dense jungle covers most of the island. In the centre of the country lies a small chain of dormant 

volcanoes. From these volcanoes flow the Yadeezy and the Yadaza rivers. The Yadaza flows south to 

Helenium. The Yadeezy flows west to Hartium.  

 

3. Until the early 1990s, Montania relied heavily on sugar exports. However, a large storm hit the island in 

1994, destroying much of the infrastructure used to prepare, package, and ship sugar. Montania has 

since had to increase its reliance on tourism. Montania’s Golden Beaches on its north coast have 

attracted international celebrity clientele chartering small personal flights. However, the country’s only 

international airport and its largest port are in Helenium. Therefore, the majority of tourists – the less 

elite – must book rugged terrain vehicles to travel the poorly maintained highway from the capital to 

the north.  

 

4. In addition to boasting world-class beaches, Montania has been a pilgrimage destination for Sykeans. 

While a minority in Montania, Sykeans are the majority religion in the neighbouring mainland country 

of Ishtar. Sykeans are members of a nature-based mysticism with philosophic roots dating back to 

329BCE. Dismissed as a cult by many in the largely secular population of Montania, Sykeans believe in 

letting nature flow through them and are usually barefoot to ‘feel the earth’. Sykeans also do not cut 

their hair as a symbolic gesture to indicate that natural processes are in control. While Sykeans believe 

they can worship anywhere they can feel the earth, collective worship centres primarily on a sacred fig 

tree, protected by a stone circle believed to have been built around 491CE. The descendant of the 

original fig tree still stands in the centre of the circle. The stone circle is located approximately 36km 

outside the city limits of Helenium.  

 

5. In the jungle around the sacred stone circle are 47 earthen mounds. Although some mounds are quite 

small, anthropologists estimate that others are approximately 15m in diameter and over two storeys 

tall. The 12 largest of these mounds are along the Yadaza River. Because the Yadaza is at its shallowest 

and widest along the ‘Corridor of Mounds’, special boat tours are organised from Helenium up to the 

small village of Wilsta. Pilgrims then walk 7km along the Yadaza.  

 

6. Sykean belief states that when a great leader in Sykean thought dies, they are to be returned to the 

earth. Many of the mounds are therefore also burial sites. Because it is believed that nature is the 

greatest monument to life, it is forbidden to label the mounds with monuments or markers to indicate 

which teacher is buried in which mound. Instead, Sykeans believe that, when they make a pilgrimage to 

the sacred circle, they will be led to a specific mound to provide an offering. When making a pilgrimage, 

Sykean faith also dictates that they are to bring soil from their home to add to the mound as a way of 

connecting their piece of earth with the larger Sykean community. In contrast, removing earth from the 

mounds is considered renunciation of the religion.  

 

Statement of Facts 

 

7. In the late 1980s, a Sykean political protest movement developed in Montania, pressuring the 

government to provide Sykean pilgrims exclusive rights to access the mounds. In 1988, four members 

of the movement threw themselves in the path of logging machinery near the mounds. Others led nude 

protests outside Parliament. President Colobus herself spoke out against the leader of the group, MJ 

Forrester, branding him a ‘terrorist’.  
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8. Discrimination against the Sykeans in Montania was at its peak throughout the Ishtarian Civil War, 

which took place on mainland Ishtar. The war began when members of Ishtar’s minority, ethnic 

Montanians, opened fire on Sykean pilgrims leaving Ishtar by boat to commemorate 1,500 years of the 

sacred stone circle.  Lasting from 1991-1997, the civil war killed 532,000 people and displaced over 

three million people within Ishtar. When reports surfaced in 1995 that Forrester was recruiting out-of-

work Montanian sugar workers to fight for the Ishtarian government in the civil war, President Colobus 

jailed him for ten years.  

 

9. In a compendium of articles on ancient practices, National Geographic did a story on the sacred mounds 

of Montania in 2004. Since then, the Montanian government has considered the mounds an opportunity 

to boost tourism. In 2005, President Colobus encouraged a bill in Parliament establishing the 47 

mounds and surrounding 21,000 acres of jungle as a national park – the Montania Mounds National 

Park – which now sits in a semi-circle around Helenium. Consequently, anyone travelling to Hartium or 

the northern beaches must pass through it on the country’s main road. In signing the act, President 

Colobus said protecting the park would bring greater tourism and business to Montania. She also made 

a direction for the park to be placed on Montania’s ‘Tentative List’, nominating the park as a site 

Montania would like UNESCO to consider for World Heritage designation.  

 

10. In December 2010, President Colobus fell ill and died. Montanians were in shock.  Although a general 

election was scheduled for 2011, President Colobus had been expected to win in a landslide, as she had 

for the previous nine general elections. Her successor, Vice President Geraldine Gerlach had little 

governing experience. A former General in the Montanian Defence Force (MDF), Gerlach’s appointment 

in 1995 was meant to signal Montania’s dedication to national security in the face of the Ishtarian civil 

war. Critics said her only purpose was to maintain morale with the Montanian military community and 

she was often absent from high-level cabinet meetings. Seeing the chance to prove herself, Vice 

President Gerlach allowed the general election in 2011 to go ahead.  

 

11. Grasping an unexpected opportunity to participate in elections, a number of small political opposition 

groups decided to nominate candidates. The Montanian system called for two rounds of voting, with the 

two candidates who attract the most votes in the first round continuing to a second ‘run-off’ election. In 

June 2011, the first round resulted in a surprising split between two leading candidates, Vice President 

Gerlach and Sykean activist leader MJ Forrester. In an interview on state television, Gerlach stood 

defiant to questions implying that her grip on power was waning: ‘I call on true Montanians to stand by 

me and our secular and civil state.’ When a reporter asked if she planned to continue discriminatory 

policies towards Sykeans, she stated: ‘Look, I remember the war. If it were up to me, those mounds 

would go.’ The run-off election was scheduled for September 2011. 

 

12. In the run up to the second round of voting, both candidates held large rallies. Vice President Gerlach 

held her largest rally in a football stadium outside Hartium’s military base. Halfway through Gerlach’s 

speech at the rally, the sound system and lights suddenly cut. Believing this was an emergency, security 

guards locked the stadium doors to keep order. Unable to leave the stadium, the crowd panicked. In the 

ensuing stampede, 94 attendees and 12 security officers died.  Vice President Gerlach said in a press 

conference upon returning to her residence in Helenium that this was ‘proof the Sykeans were trying to 

sabotage the election.’ An independent investigation into the stampede found that the electricity had 

shorted due to flooding caused by heavy rains earlier in the day. 

 

13. In the September 2011 run-off election, MJ Forrester won 51.2% of the vote, winning the presidency. 

The victory was unexpected. The United Nations election observers stated there were reasons to 

believe the vote was ‘less than free and fair.’ In addition to allegations of voter fraud, reports circulated 

that the Ishtarian government had paid for 35,000 ethnic Ishtarians with Montanian citizenship to 

return to Montania between the rounds of voting. President-elect Forrester addressed the nation on 21 

September stating that: ‘Montania will never return to the despotic days where Sykeans could not 

practice their religion freely. Opponents of the Sykean religion will not be tolerated. They are no longer 

welcome.’ In response, General Gerlach spoke on Montanian radio vowing: ‘This fight is not over. The 

victims of the Hartium rally will not be forgotten. I call on all supporters of Montania to follow me.’  
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14. Four months of sporadic rioting and violence followed. Two predominately Sykean villages along the 

main highway just outside of the Mounds National Park were looted and torched. Burning tyres that 

were rolled towards the Parliament building in Helenium struck and injured seven by-standers. A 

grenade attack on tourists and pilgrims visiting the sacred mounds killed two and wounded three. Six 

people were also wounded when a gunman opened fire on a passenger boat arriving in Helenium from 

Ishtar. Small arms were looted from army barracks and police stations. A report from Human Rights 

Watch found that 1,392 people were killed or injured in post-election violence. 

 

15. In October 2011, President Forrester declared a state of emergency. He immediately put into place 

mandatory rolling blackouts across Helenium and Hartium to conserve electricity. His administration 

also required extreme water rationing. Inspectors were hired to fine or jail any person found to be 

using electricity or water beyond their allotment.  This encouraged further unrest. 

 

16. In November 2011, President Forrester appointed General Arbor to lead the MDF. General Arbor was to 

lead what the Ministry of Defence termed a ‘military offensive’ against rioters and ‘enemies of a free 

Montania.’  General Arbor’s first act was to expel all incumbent MDF commanders and replace them 

with Sykeans.  

 

17. Following their expulsion, three former MDF commanders publically denounced President Forrester 

and pledged their allegiance to General Gerlach. In January 2012, heavy gunfire was heard across 

Hartium, where soldiers stationed on the coast mutinied against their new commanders. The mutinous 

soldiers took the military base and the small Hartium airport. Soldiers remaining loyal to the 

government were outnumbered; many surrendered to the now-rebels or fled Hartium in plain clothes. 

Hours after the mutiny, General Gerlach declared herself the leader of Alt-Montania, the true state for 

secular Montanians, with its capital in Hartium. She also declared that Alt-Montania was at war with the 

Sykean government in Montania.   

 

18. General Gerlach appointed Mitchell Wrasse, a former General under President Colobus, as her primary 

strategic advisor. Seeking to maintain her monopoly on power, General Gerlach negotiated a demotion 

for General Wrasse—to the rank of Colonel—in exchange for providing Wrasse unfettered access to the 

General. Colonel Wrasse, although uncomfortable with the demotion, said in a press release announcing 

his position that he was, ‘prepared to make any sacrifice to protect the interests of true Montanians.’  

 

19. Throughout 2012, intermittent acts of violence continued to occur. In November 2012 the government 

began carrying out a series of targeted aerial bombings on Hartium’s small airport and military base, 

which continued on and off until June 2013. A spokesperson for General Gerlach claimed that ‘dozens of 

unarmed Montanian civilians were killed as a direct result of these attacks’. The Alt-Montanian rebels 

had begun preparations and had concealed arms throughout the jungle surrounding Hartium. General 

Gerlach directed her commanders to capture and secure the small jungle village of Waitra, between the 

cities of Hartium and Soros. From this new base, the rebels were able to use heavy mortars that could 

reach the entrance of the National Park. General Gerlach asked Colonel Wrasse to be in command of 

pushing the frontlines of the rebel territory towards the Park, while General Gerlach would remain in 

Waitra. The two would communicate daily by mobile phone. 

 

20. By August 2013, the number of rebel forces grew with recruits from Hartium and its surrounding 

villages. By this point, the rebels held land stretching from Hartium to the entrance of Mounds National 

Park.  A New York Times investigative reporter attributed this to a 10% increase in rebels identifying 

with Alt-Montania in the past 12 months. It was clear that ordinary citizens were joining the fight on 

both sides and the report drew attention to the rebels’ lack of command structure and unpredictable 

actions.  

 

21. To maintain a semblance of order, General Gerlach was heard on Hartium local radio calling for ‘all Alt-

Montanian soldiers to be prepared to serve.’ She stated that it would be policy that Alt-Montanians 

should detain ‘any individuals suspected to be a threat to the free and secular state.’ A report by 

Amnesty International indicates that after 16 August 2013, Sykeans walking barefoot or wearing their 

hair long were either taken into detention or disappeared. With prisons rapidly filling, homes were 
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seized to become makeshift detention centres across rebel-held territory.  The report also drew a link 

between the expansion of rebel-held territory and an increase in the suffering of villagers, many of 

whom were struggling to survive without adequate medical care and supplies, or who were being 

forced to flee their homes. 

 

22. In a communiqué emailed to her commanders regarding detention, dated 1 September 2013, General 

Gerlach wrote: 

 

When you capture detainees, take seriously your responsibility to ensure they are no longer able 

to fight. Make sure they give over their weapons. Make sure they no longer wear Montania-

signifying clothing. Ask them to cut their hair. Ask them to declare their allegiance to our cause, 

or at least make them declare they will not fight against us. Do not torture but be firm. 

 

23. Government forces struggled to maintain order in Helenium as the government continued to crack 

down on illegal electricity and water usage. Although a curfew was in place and President Forrester 

ordered the MDF to patrol the streets, several MDF troops were hit with rocks and threatened with 

machetes by bands of men tracking their patrol. In response, on 13 September 2013, President 

Forrester declared that all mobile phone use in and around Helenium and Hartium cities would be 

banned, and the service providers blocked, for the remainder of the year. In a proclamation, the 

President said that this ban would ‘keep Helenium safe’. Rebels in Alt-Montania claimed that the ban 

was only introduced to limit their communications. 

 

24. Without mobile phones, General Gerlach was unable to reach Colonel Wrasse for two weeks. When 

asked by an aide if this was a problem, Gerlach said her leadership style was more to coordinate 

‘islands of command’ and that Colonel Wrasse ‘would not be my advisor if I didn’t trust him. We’re like 

equals.’  

 

25. In December 2013, the BBC reported that the Ishtarian government had been providing crates of small 

arms to the government in Helenium for the past year. The report stated that arms were being stored in 

Montania Mounds National Park in preparation for a larger operation to increase government control 

beyond Helenium. When asked for comment, the President vehemently denied this. Alt-Montanian 

intelligence also reported that it had intercepted calls by General Arbor to the Ishtarian Ministry of 

Defence stating he was in need of better-trained fighters. Independent reports indicated that Ishtarian 

military planes were landing daily at the Helenium airport and that individuals wearing the uniform of 

the Ishtarian army were patrolling the city’s streets at night.  

 

26. In January 2014, Alt-Montania rebels reached the entrance of Montania Mounds National Park, 

surrounding the Sykean village of Soros. Soros’ population is approximately 13,000. Colonel Wrasse 

ordered the continuous surveillance and detention of all individuals with long hair.  

 

27. After rumours began circulating that the mounds in the park were ‘growing’, and with mobile phone 

service reinstated, Colonel Wrasse phoned General Gerlach. Government intelligence intercepted and 

recorded the conversation with Colonel Wrasse, who was recorded saying: ‘We have reason to believe 

that government forces are preparing to push through Wilsta. Our supplies are limited. If it’s true that 

they’re burying arms in the mounds, it will be necessary to raze the mounds to secure the park and 

protect our troops.’ General Gerlach was recorded to have said: ‘We can’t raze all the mounds – there 

are too many and it will hurt our legitimacy. Get your Soros detainees to tell you where they’ve hidden 

the weapons and raze those mounds. Do what you have to do.’ 

 

28. On 2 February 2014, Colonel Wrasse sent message to General Gerlach: 

 

Detainees provided no intelligence, despite repeated encouragement. Two mounds cleared. Both 

have considerable caches. Will continue based on evidence. 

 

29. After receiving no response from General Gerlach, Colonel Wrasse began razing additional mounds 

further into the park. His aides suggested that if the detainees are made to dig the mounds by hand, 
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they’ll be more likely to talk. Colonel Wrasse agreed. On 4 February, Wrasse ordered his force at Soros 

to take 30 detainees to a small mound located at the outer edge of the park at the bank of the Yadaza 

River. ‘Watch them with your guns pointed,’ Colonel Wrasse was witnessed to say, ‘they’ll crack and tell 

us what they know.’ After 18 hours of digging, detainees failed to unearth any more arms but did find 

what appeared to be human remains. When asked what to do by his troops, Colonel Wrasse said, ‘This 

looks bad for us.  Make them dump it all in the river’. 

 

30. In March 2014, representatives of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) were seen 

travelling from Helenium to Hartium. Although their work was confidential, it was rumoured that the 

delegation was interviewing detainees amid growing concern for their treatment by Alt-Montanian 

rebels. It was reported that the President of the ICRC would be visiting both President Forrester and 

General Gerlach. 

 

31. On 21 March, the President of the ICRC released a statement, which included the following: 

 

I have met with all parties and many individuals and families who are deeply hurting because of 

this violence. Many people are living in abject fear and uncertainty every day. The ICRC once 

again calls on all parties to bring an end to the suffering, to refrain from harming civilians and 

to comply with international humanitarian law. We stand ready to act as a neutral 

intermediary, in this situation.  We urge all those with influence to act with humanity. 

 

32. On 23 March, the Helenium Hunter – the city’s largest, government-backed newspaper – leaked a copy 

of a confidential ICRC report. Although much of the text was redacted, the following text was published: 

 

The visits to facilities supervised by Alt-Montania included interviews with 240 detainees across 

35 detention centres. In these interviews, the delegates recorded the following: 

 

• Most detainees identify as Sykean but also include 19 non-Sykean sympathisers. 

• [REDACTED] 

• 12 detainees kept overnight in a public park, chained to the fence due to 

overcrowding in prison. 

• 124 detainees required to cut hair upon detention. 

• [REDACTED] 

• 170 detainees required to swear allegiance to Alt-Montania. 

 

33. The ICRC strongly condemned the leak, noting that: 

 

The ICRC’s priority is to establish a relationship of trust with authorities, in order to ensure that 

people deprived of their freedom are held in conditions that show respect for human dignity. 

Breaches of confidentiality can make our work more difficult in future and threaten our ability 

to protect and assist people deprived of freedom elsewhere. 

 

34. On 2 April 2014, a group calling themselves ‘Freed Earth Montania’ posted a video on YouTube. The 

video is taken from some distance and speech and figures are difficult to make out, but the description 

under the video says ‘Montania military members detained by Alt-Montanian rebels’. The video shows 

three women and two men with long hair lined up against a wall. Three men in plain clothes then pull at 

the individuals’ hair, chopping it off with machetes. Another plain-clothed man is heard to yell, ‘Remove 

your weapons and your clothes. Show us you can no longer fight!’ The detainees do so, removing all but 

their underwear. Then, through muffled voices, a man is heard to yell, ‘Repeat it now!’ and the phrase 

‘We declare allegiance and renounce our religion’ is repeated three times, though it is unclear who or 

how many individuals say it. The group that posted the video could not be identified but rights groups 

believe the video was not staged and could be geo-located to just outside Soros.  

 

35. A week later, in an attempt to boost the rebels’ legitimacy, General Gerlach called an international press 

conference. During the press conference, a reporter referred to the reports that Sykean detainees were 
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being used to destroy mounds in Montania Mounds National Park and that human remains from within 

the mounds were being dumped in the river. The reporter then asks Gerlach to speak to this. After 

pausing and looking confused, Gerlach responded with: ‘I cannot comment on this; we’re dealing with 

it.’  

 

36. Immediately following the press conference, General Gerlach contacted Colonel Wrasse. Aides who 

witnessed the call stated that General Gerlach was visibly angry and that she admonished Colonel 

Wrasse for going beyond what she asked and for making her look ‘like a tyrant’. General Gerlach was 

then heard to say: ‘If I could, I would kill you myself. You’re no longer my advisor.’ A note in General 

Gerlach’s diary reads ‘wait until the capture of Wilsta before deciding whether to demote or discharge 

Wrasse’.  

 

37. On 2 and 3 June 2014 a major cyclone hits Montania, slowing both the Alt-Montanian and government 

forces in their efforts. The primary highway between Hartium and Helenium was heavily flooded and 

both military forces and civilians experienced considerable shortages in clean water and food. The 

damage was hardest felt in Helenium where much of the city’s infrastructure was demolished. The 

United Nations called on ‘all groups in Montania to respect the principles of international law. This 

particularly includes recognising their obligations as parties to conflict under international 

humanitarian law to spare civilians. In a time of national natural emergency, fighting should cease.’ 

  

38. Instead, on 5 June 2014, General Gerlach decided to turn all rebel military efforts towards Wilsta and 

the Yadaza River. After receiving estimates that, with no clean drinking water, President Forrester 

would quickly surrender, Gerlach made the decision to dam the Yadaza River. She called on ‘all rebels 

sympathetic to a free Montania to bring diggers, trucks, and shovels: do your duty and dam that river!’ 

It took four days for Alt-Montania rebels to reach the small village of Wilsta, which gave the 

government time to deploy 1,200 soldiers to Wilsta and its surrounds. A battle for Wilsta then took 

place and the death toll of rebels, soldiers and civilians rose to 723. In the midst of the battle, Colonel 

Wrasse was killed by a rocket-propelled grenade and General Gerlach narrowly escaped injury. After 

nine days, despite government forces losing a large number of soldiers, the Alt-Montanian rebels in 

Wilsta surrendered. 

 

39. Twenty-four hours later, on 18 June 2014, President Forrester sent word to General Gerlach requesting 

a ceasefire and cessation of hostilities. Both parties requested that the UN send peacekeepers to 

monitor the ceasefire.  

 

40. On 15 December 2014, the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (ICC) determined a 

reasonable basis to open an investigation into the situation concerning Montania.   

 

41. On 2 July 2015, the Pre-Trial Chamber of the ICC authorised an investigation into the alleged crimes 

committed by General Gerlach in the situation concerning Montania.   

 

42. On 20 September 2015, a warrant was issued for the General Gerlach’s arrest.  On 23 November 2015, 

General Gerlach was transferred to the ICC Detention Centre in The Hague, Netherlands. 
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Charges 

 

 

The Office of the Prosecutor has issued an indictment against General Gerlach that includes the following 

charges: 

 

Count 1 

 

For the entire period of the armed conflict, General Gerlach was the Commanding Officer in effective control of 

the Alt-Montanian forces. In February 2014, General Gerlach ordered Alt-Montania armed forces to improperly 

destroy mounds within Montania Mounds National Park. By her acts or omissions, General Gerlach is 

responsible for: 

 

Serious violations of the laws and customs applicable in armed conflicts not of an international character, 

within the established framework of international law, namely, intentionally directing attacks against buildings 

dedicated to religion, education, art, science or charitable purposes, historic monuments, hospitals and places 

where the sick and wounded are collected, provided they are not military objectives under Article 8(2)(d)(iv). 

 

Count 2 

 

For the entire period of the armed conflict, General Gerlach was the Commanding Officer in effective control of 

the Alt-Montanian armed forces. During this time, Alt-Montanian forces subjected detainees to humiliating and 

degrading treatment, namely forcing detainees to publicly remove clothing, renounce their religion, cut their 

hair and destroy sacred sites.  By her acts or omissions, General Gerlach is responsible for: 

 

Serious violations of article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, namely, committing 

outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment under  Article 8(2)(c)(ii) of 

the Rome Statute. 
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Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court 

 

 

Article 5 

Crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court 

 

1.  The jurisdiction of the Court shall be limited to the most serious crimes of concern to the 

international community as a whole. The Court has jurisdiction in accordance with this Statute 

with respect to the following crimes: 

(a) The crime of genocide; 

 

(b) Crimes against humanity; 

 

(c) War crimes;  

 

(d)  The crime of aggression. 

 

2.  The Court shall exercise jurisdiction over the crime of aggression once a provision is adopted in 

accordance with articles 121 and 123 defining the crime and setting out the conditions under 

which the Court shall exercise jurisdiction with respect to this crime. Such a provision shall be 

consistent with the relevant provisions of the Charter of the United Nations. 

 

Article 8 

War crimes 

 

 1.  The Court shall have jurisdiction in respect of war crimes in particular when committed as part of 

a plan or policy or as part of a large-scale commission of such crimes. 

 

 2.  For the purpose of this Statute, ‘war crimes’ means: 

 

(a) Grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, namely, any of the 

following acts against persons or property protected under the provisions of the relevant 

Geneva Convention: 

 

(i) Wilful killing; 

(ii) Torture or inhuman treatment, including biological experiments; 

(iii) Wilfully causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or health; 

(iv) Extensive destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by military 

necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly; 

(v) Compelling a prisoner of war or other protected person to serve in the forces of a 

hostile Power; 

 

… 

 

 (c)  In the case of an armed conflict not of an international character, serious violations of 

article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, namely, any of the 

following acts committed against persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including 

members of armed forces who have laid down their arms and those placed hors de 

combat by sickness, wounds, detention or any other cause: 

 

(i) Violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel 

treatment and torture; 

(ii) Committing outrages upon personal dignity, in particular humiliating and 

degrading treatment; 

(iii) Taking of hostages; 
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(iv) The passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous 

judgement pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all judicial 

guarantees which are generally recognized as indispensable. 

 

(d) Paragraph 2 (c) applies to armed conflicts not of an international character and thus does 

not apply to situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and 

sporadic acts of violence or other acts of a similar nature. 

 

(d) Other serious violations of the laws and customs applicable in armed conflicts not of an 

international character, within the established framework of international law, namely, 

any of the following acts: 

 

(i) Intentionally directing attacks against the civilian population as such or against 

individual civilians not taking direct part in hostilities; 

(ii) Intentionally directing attacks against buildings, material, medical units and 

transport, and personnel using the distinctive emblems of the Geneva Conventions 

in conformity with international law; 

(iii) Intentionally directing attacks against personnel, installations, material, units or 

vehicles involved in a humanitarian assistance or peacekeeping mission in 

accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, as long as they are entitled to 

the protection given to civilians or civilian objects under the international law of 

armed conflict; 

(iv) Intentionally directing attacks against buildings dedicated to religion, education, 

art, science or charitable purposes, historic monuments, hospitals and places 

where the sick and wounded are collected, provided they are not military 

objectives; 

(v) Pillaging a town or place, even when taken by assault; 

(vi) Committing rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, as 

defined in article 7, paragraph 2 (f), enforced sterilization, and any other form of 

sexual violence also constituting a serious violation of article 3 common to the 

four Geneva Conventions; 

(vii) Conscripting or enlisting children under the age of fifteen years into armed forces 

or groups or using them to participate actively in hostilities; 

(viii) Ordering the displacement of the civilian population for reasons related to the 

conflict, unless the security of the civilians involved or imperative military reasons 

so demand; 

(ix) Killing or wounding treacherously a combatant adversary; 

(x) Declaring that no quarter will be given; 

(xi) Subjecting persons who are in the power of another party to the conflict to 

physical mutilation or to medical or scientific experiments of any kind which are 

neither justified by the medical, dental or hospital treatment of the person 

concerned nor carried out in his or her interest, and which cause death to or 

seriously endanger the health of such person or persons; 

(xii) Destroying or seizing the property of an adversary unless such destruction or 

seizure be imperatively demanded by the necessities of the conflict; 

 

(f)  Paragraph 2 (e) applies to armed conflicts not of an international character and thus does 

not apply to situations of internal disturbances and tensions, such as riots, isolated and 

sporadic acts of violence or other acts of a similar nature. It applies to armed conflicts that 

take place in the territory of a State when there is protracted armed conflict between 

governmental authorities and organized armed groups or between such groups. 

 

3.  Nothing in paragraph 2 (c) and (e) shall affect the responsibility of a Government to maintain or 

re-establish law and order in the State or to defend the unity and territorial integrity of the State, 

by all legitimate means. 
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Article 25 

Individual criminal responsibility 

1.  The Court shall have jurisdiction over natural persons pursuant to this Statute. 

 

2.  A person who commits a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court shall be individually 

responsible and liable for punishment in accordance with this Statute. 

 

3.  In accordance with this Statute, a person shall be criminally responsible and liable for 

punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court if that person: 

 

(a) Commits such a crime, whether as an individual, jointly with another or through another 

person, regardless of whether that other person is criminally responsible; 

 

(b) Orders, solicits or induces the commission of such a crime which in fact occurs or is 

attempted; 

 

(c) For the purpose of facilitating the commission of such a crime, aids, abets or otherwise 

assists in its commission or its attempted commission, including providing the means for 

its commission; 

 

(d) In any other way contributes to the commission or attempted commission of such a crime 

by a group of persons acting with a common purpose. Such contribution shall be 

intentional and shall either: 

 

(i) Be made with the aim of furthering the criminal activity or criminal purpose of the 

group, where such activity or purpose involves the commission of a crime within 

the jurisdiction of the Court; or 

(ii) Be made in the knowledge of the intention of the group to commit the crime; 

 

(e) In respect of the crime of genocide, directly and publicly incites others to commit 

genocide; 

 

(f) Attempts to commit such a crime by taking action that commences its execution by means 

of a substantial step, but the crime does not occur because of circumstances independent 

of the person's intentions. However, a person who abandons the effort to commit the 

crime or otherwise prevents the completion of the crime shall not be liable for 

punishment under this Statute for the attempt to commit that crime if that person 

completely and voluntarily gave up the criminal purpose. 

 

4.  No provision in this Statute relating to individual criminal responsibility shall affect the 

responsibility of States under international law. 

 

Article 28 

Responsibility of commanders and other superiors 

 

In addition to other grounds of criminal responsibility under this Statute for crimes within the 

jurisdiction of the Court: 

 

(a) A military commander or person effectively acting as a military commander shall be 

criminally responsible for crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court committed by forces 

under his or her effective command and control, or effective authority and control as the 

case may be, as a result of his or her failure to exercise control properly over such forces, 

where: 
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(i) That military commander or person either knew or, owing to the circumstances at 

the time, should have known that the forces were committing or about to commit 

such crimes; and 

(ii) That military commander or person failed to take all necessary and reasonable 

measures within his or her power to prevent or repress their commission or to 

submit the matter to the competent authorities for investigation and prosecution. 

 

(b) With respect to superior and subordinate relationships not described in paragraph (a), a 

superior shall be criminally responsible for crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court 

committed by subordinates under his or her effective authority and control, as a result of 

his or her failure to exercise control properly over such subordinates, where: 

(i) The superior either knew, or consciously disregarded information which clearly 

indicated, that the subordinates were committing or about to commit such crimes; 

(ii) The crimes concerned activities that were within the effective responsibility and 

control of the superior; and 

(iii) The superior failed to take all necessary and reasonable measures within his or 

her power to prevent or repress their commission or to submit the matter to the 

competent authorities for investigation and prosecution. 
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Map of the Democratic Republic of Montania 
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Your Brief 
 

You have been nominated to act as either the prosecution or defence team for General Gerlach in relation to the 

charges listed above. 

 

In preparing your arguments, you are able to assume that: 

 

1. Montania has signed and ratified the Geneva Conventions of 1949, the Additional Protocols of 1977 and 

2005, the Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict of 

1954 together with the 1954 Protocol to the Hague Convention, and the 1999 Second Protocol to the 

Hague Convention, and the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court 2002. 

2. Issues of evidence and procedure are not relevant to your argument. 

3. Only the offences with which General Gerlach has been charged are to be taken into account. 
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